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Sense   Trial  Computations   of Dyrmmio   Instability 

Cap?, A.   Bruch 
U»St  Air  Force 

"g£*i   *&p>&* and  So ops 

J.  BJerknea,   in  his  Compendium article,   advance*   the  theory that fr onto- 
,*D»ais   is  favorod.  and that oyelor«niais  ia  likely, when condition*   in an area 

jse-^t  the  requlremeuta   of dynamic   instability.     Suon a criterion,   if both necea- 
?stry  and  sufficient,  would ba  invaluable  in  the  abort rang* prediction of 
deepening cyolones.     It  ia  the  purpoae  of thia   investigation to tea*  thia  theory 
*n its   simplest form.     Specifically,  thia will correlate antioyolonio  a hear of 
-ho magnitude  of the Goriolie parameter,   as measured in an iaentropio aurface*, 
•3 th  intensification of aurfaoe eyolones. 

Mo'hoda 

In the  simplest case we  shall oonsider straight-line  flow with no acceler- 
ations and motion as  dry adiaba+»«o.     For  thia %p» ©f flow,  the condition for 
jynamie  instability is  tfemtfl^* *ith eWX^JI^ meaaured along an  isentrope. 
Tc  aeleot  MM   g    *xia that w&iM maximi %m i^i^%,\ was a problem.    The eost daair- 
vbi* ohois* Vou.td be an axis normal to the  iaotschs  in the region of an iaotr.cb 
maximum,  ani also  upward along the  isentroplo  sarfaee  is the region of asitinum 
*2ope  cf the   surface.    As  a compromise  to  iheoe tunditions,  vertisai  cros?-- 
rfeetieni  were  prepared along axes  approximately normal  to  tha  surface front and 
*xt*nding  for   ?00 to 400 miles  either  sid*«  of  the  front.    When  these  axes  g*T« 
n:   shear   greater  than the  Coriolis  parameter,   alternate axes mrm chosen as a 
oheik. 

The  value*  of  potential   temperature ana wind  speed normal   to  the axla  of 
the oross-eection were   obtained  from aurfaoe and  oonstant  pressure charts   and 
W©M» plotted  for   ail   standard  pressure  surfaces  to  300 mb  for   points   spaced 
*  distance  apart   approximately equal  to 2   degrees  of   latitude.    The   frontal  inter- 
.•>*»<.tion with  the   surface chart was   the  erpresiisate center  of tha cross-section. 

An analysis was  »t*$w  of the  isentropic  and Telocity   fields.     It was   then 
possible to  measure  directly  the  anticyclonlc   uhear   al„ng an iaentrope  at  ail 
pointy   in the eroaa   section.     This  ahaar  dirided by the  distance  betwsen tha 
points was compared with the Ccriolis  pararwter.    A value for the  shear equal 
to the  Ccriolis  parameter  and  approximately valid  in all  parts  of  tha  United 
States  is   10 knots  per 0.5  degree  of latitude.     If  this  value was  obtained 
in any portion of the chart     it was  necessary  to  forecast   the cyclone to 
intensify and  verify  the  test  on  subsequent surfae© charts.     In tha  event *.hsre 
wat   no indication of dynamic   instability and   che  low did deepen,   the charts 
were reviewed and another cross-section prepared  to see  if fc different ohoioe 
of the point cf examination would have shown dynamic  instability.       This was 

*The  iaentropio  surface was chosen in preference   to  on« of oor 
pressure because an instability parameter should be measured in tha surfass 
that coincides with the axis of minimum stability.    The  isentropic suri6.ee 
generally approximates   such a surfaoe more closely than a constant pressure 
surface. 



to insure against a. choice of &jds influencing the  result. 

Examination of Data 

The computation was made for four storms occurring in the central United 
States during October and November 1951.    For three cf these storms the compu- 
tation was made after the succession of surface events was known* 

for the computation of October SO, oross-eeotions were selected frcsa the 
C£*C2 surface map with one normal to the warm front and one normal to the cold 
front of the low on the 8e# Dakota-Nebraska border  (a«e Table 1 for details of 
all cross»sections).   A small area of shear greater than the critical value 
selected was noticed at about 400 mbe on the warm front crces-section*    In the 
sold front, ercss-seoticsx, a large area of shear greater than the oritieal value 
was found betweea 8GC and §00 mbs*    As the intensification criteria is met, 
daepetdng should be forecast.    Strong deepening occurred in the next 24 hours* 

Another oumputatin~ was made from the data of October 27*    The first oroes- 
se«itions were prepared normal to the front, causing them to intersect in Nebraska* 
These shewed re area where critical satieycionic shaar waa  approaohed.    As a 
oheak, an examination was made along other axes*    These were about normal to 
the flew aloft and ran 8-S, but there was no increase in the shear in the upper 
i.%%*&3.    2a the section through the cold front, however, an area was found 
soutn of the active frost, tait behind the Pacific impulse, where the isentropes 
are nearly vertical*    It is unusual to think of antioyolonic shear  in a vertioal 
surface and it is felt that this oondi-cicc of vertical isentropes must be more 
a measure of thermal instability than of dynamic instability*    If, then, this 
»rea i* not considered, the criterion is not met and one would not forecast 
*yrlogenaais c:* suri'a;d deepening*    As indicated on the surface chart 24 hours 
?.a.*r, the aywl#as« did not develop* 

The sitnaticai of Ootober 6 concerns a low in Arkansas and it has a small 
area, on the ercss-gection through the warm front, »fcere critical actioyolorio 
shear is found*    The isctaclfc analysis is rathf,r unusual in this area, and hew 
much credenoe to give this computation is a problem*    In the section through, 
the nold front, we can flrJUno evidence of dynamic instability*   Another cross- 
eection was prepared a few degrees farther west along the cold front*    In this 
section it is again impossible to find any area where the shear Is near the 
magnitude of the Coriolis parameter*    The forecast to be made from this com- 
putation is difficult, but, because of the marked difference between the 
magnitude of the shear in this case and that of the two previous cases, one 
should probably forecast no development of the lew*    The low, however, was a 
major storm an the following day* 

The one case where the computation was made before the surface events 
were known occurred with a low on the Texas-New Mexico border on November tth. 
The first cross-sections did not show any area where the criterion was met* 
Thero was a small are» behind the cold front i*isre the analysis showed the 
anticyclonic shear to be of the right magnitude between 800 and 750 mbs, 
but, since the analysis wa«  ;ot rigid in this area, it was not considered* 
Twenty-four hours iatei  there  ^ad been no deepening of the surface low. 
Twelve hours after the tirau examination, however, another tost was made 
and dynamic instability was noticed.    Again the erosa-section through 
the warm front nad a .aaalx area of instability naar the 300 tab,level and the 
section through tb.6 cold  front had an extensive area betvraen 800 and 700 mbs* 
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£ceor4i&£ to tho tasting nethcd, tha eyelone would now be foreoast to intensify 
and twenty-four hours liter this wan indeed tha case. 

gralu^tion of Results and Conclusions 

Verification of four of tha fire foreoast* nada in this test using the 
criterion that the lew would derelop if the entioyoIonic ahear in an iaentropic 
S!irfa<3* sear the low was greater than, or approximated the Cor lolls paraaeter, 
and tl^e converse, would indicate that further deTeicpaont of the theory -jould 
be n»lu*bl8o  It is possible that a nore intensive study of the su« that 
failed would give proper modification to the criterion. 

?he test should also be expanded to. include the general ease where curvature 
and accelerations are considered and moint adiabatio action is assuiaed in rain 
and cJoud areas• 

An interesting observation is that in none of the areas where dynastic 
instability was indicated '-long an isentrope would the aaasurenent along a 
constant pressure surface ha?* given a Talue equal to the Ccriolis parameter* 
If this aeaeureraent is indeed an important limit, then it is clear that the 
measurewem. should be aade in an isentropio surface* 
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